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social science depends on data 
belonging to multiple stakeholders
governed by a variety of 
use policies
multi-institutional research 
requires cooperative analysis
balancing privacy concerns of 
data owners while producing 
interesting research outcomes
publicly available
publicly useful
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How
• Creating relationship structures based on user 
type (or level of trust)
• Tagging data sets for how they can be 
accessed, combined, and summarized
• Building architecture for linking the above in 
single-use virtual environments 
• In those virtual spaces, deploying standardized 
processes that create outputs at user-specific 
levels of granularity
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1 – Most-trusted
2 – Trusted 3rd party
3 – Public user
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A use case
Census data 
+
Voter registration  
+
Births and deaths 
+
{analytical wizardry}
=
Annual subcounty population estimates
who	benefits?
trust
